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Abstract. One of the major challenges that manufacturing companies face today is the
issue of addressing various aspects of perishable products in a supply chain environment.
To address this issue, the integrated lot sizing problem for a perishable product was
investigated in the present work. The problem was modeled as a single-vendor multiplebuyer system. A variant of the truckload discount scheme was applied, and the proposed
model was formulated as a Mixed Integer Program (MIP). The traditional warehouses were
replaced by `cross-docks', and situations featuring bene cial cross-docking are highlighted.
The problem of eet selection was addressed, and various strategies for minimizing
the vendor cost were also highlighted for centralized and decentralized supply chains.
Sensitivity analysis was then carried out on various input parameters such as setup
cost at the plant, variable transportation cost, xed transportation cost, setup cost per
order, holding cost, and lost cost that underscore the signi cant impact of economies
of scale in transportation on the total supply chain cost. The analysis of a lead timecost trade-o revealed that alternate modes of transportation that signi cantly reduce the
lead time of transportation could be explored, thereby minimizing the total supply chain
cost.
©

2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In today's competitive manufacturing conditions, managers need to ful ll the needs of customers at low costs
with less environmental impact. Due to the growing technological advancements in the manufacturing
world, customers' requirements vary at a rapid rate
very frequently with the increased expectation level of
customers [1]. The design and implementation of an
appropriate Supply Chain (SC) network to a greater
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extent may provide competitive advantages for manufacturing industries, thus ensuring sustainability in the
global competitive environment [2]. In the current time
period, the concept of SC network has shifted from
the traditional SC environment. Nowadays, SC is an
integral system of raw materials, material procurement,
suppliers, manufacturing processes, assembly, dispatch,
logistics, inventory, cross-docks, warehouses, end customers, and recycling of the product [3]. The SC
environment is also de ned as an e ective management of all components/partners in the SC network
including the transportation and replenishment of raw
materials either inside the manufacturing shop oor or
shipment of nished goods and transportation decisions
(mode of shipment, lot sizing, and eet selection)
for yielding competitive advantages for all individual
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components/partners [4,5].
SC network design mainly consists of three levels: strategic, tactical, and operational decisions [6].
Strategic decisions mainly emphasize production, assembly, and distribution to ful ll the demand of end
customers. Tactical decisions describe the management
policy for the ow of materials, decisions related to
various production levels, assembly section, inventory
control, and lot sizes. Decisions at the operational
level deal with the scheduling of di erent operations of
SC network to make a responsive SC design including
coordination in a logistic network to ensure the on-time
delivery of a product to end customers at low costs
with the least environmental impacts [7,8]. However,
a logistic network, which is a part of the green SC
network, is one of the major challenging tasks for every
manufacturing industry.
Moreover, perishability is one of the key issues
in a SC environment. The integration of production,
distribution, inventory, and transportation of perishable products in the SC environment is one of the
major thrust areas for all developing and developed
countries throughout the globe, thus focusing on the
design of a holistic framework based on the lot sizing
problem for fast-moving perishable products. On the
one hand, decaying products do not have any shelf life
and, on the other hand, perishable products possess
maximum service life. Therefore, after the expiry of a
product or during its decaying, fast-moving perishable
products have a high environmental impact (pollution),
which is a major concern for optimizing the lot sizing
problem for perishable products. Meanwhile, during
degradation and after the expiry date of perishable
products, they emit a high volume of environmental
pollution and green house emission; such a concern
has motivated the researchers and practitioners to
formulate a holistic framework to handle the issues
of lot sizing problems. Strict government regulations
and policies of international organizations have motivated us to investigate perishable products through
the application of optimal lot sizing and eet concept
in a SC environment so as to not only control the
economic gain but also deliver environmentally friendly
products.
The lot sizing problem for perishable products
provides a tactical decision that plays an important
role in the performance of the closed-loop SC network
and, also, facilitates competitive advantages for all SC
network partners [9]. Tactical decision also a ects
other decisions at strategic and operational levels; thus,
the decision-maker should always keep in mind the
complexity of the lot sizing problem for perishable
products while settling other issues related to SC
network [10]. Choosing a suitable mode of shipment,
lot size, and eet constitutes the main considerations
in the SC network. These decisions are the most

important issues for decision-makers. Slight changes
in these decisions can either favorably or unfavorably
a ect other decisions starting from the top level to the
bottom level of the SC environment. The availability
of di erent eet alternatives such as full truck load,
half truck load, etc. in the global market facilitates
the new process customization [11]. Meanwhile, for
satisfying customer demands and making a responsible SC network design, it is necessary to optimize
the lot size for facilitating a exible logistic network
design [12].
Literature survey reveals that there is a signi cant
research gap between the old and new practices for
handling the lot sizing problem of perishable goods.
Available literature survey [13{22] in this domain
mainly focuses on the production and inventory of
perishable products. Now, due to the intensifying
global competitive environment, it is necessary to
handle perishable products with low costs and less
environmental impact. It can be implied that the
problem of lot sizing, which includes proper eet
selection for perishable products, is a challenging task
for practitioners and researchers.
To address the above discussed issues of the
lot sizing problem for perishable products, this study
presents the following highlights:
 A holistic framework of the lot sizing problem is
developed for perishable products;
 A eet selection model for identifying optimum
truckload capacity for perishable products is formulated;
 The bene ts of cross-docking over warehouses are
highlighted;
 Various strategies to minimize the vendor cost are
discussed;
 Validation of the proposed framework through a case
study with sensitivity analysis is carried out.
The rest of the paper is summarized as follows. Section 2 deals with literature survey of various strategies
used for perishable products. Section 3 explains
the proposed model. Computational results of the
case study are discussed in Section 4 that also deals
with sensitivity analysis, facilitating decision-making.
Fleet selection, centralized versus decentralized SC for
perishable products, and signi cance of cross-docks are
explained in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the
conclusions and future research in this domain.

2. Literature review
A review of the literature on the SC network that
involves the lot sizing problem for perishable products
was carried out; as a result, the following components
were found to have been highly focused:
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(i) Green SC;
(ii) Perishability;
(iii) Lot sizing problem;
(iv) Fleet selection.
Therefore, in this section, each component is highlighted with motivational factors so as to identify the
research gap in this domain.

2.1. Green SC

Fathollahi-Fard et al. [23] formulated a two-stage
stochastic multi-objective closed-loop SC model based
on virus colony search algorithm by considering environmental and economic criteria. An integrated
approach at three levels of manufacturers, distributors, and collectors, known as a tri-level programming
model, was initiated by Fathollahi-Fard et al. [24] for
designing a location-allocation problem in a closedloop SC network environment. A sustainable SC
network model was considered by Musavi and BozorgiAmiri [25]. These researchers described a multiobjective mixed integer programming model, where the
main objectives include reducing Total Transportation
Costs (TTCs), promoting the quality of products, and
ensuring their freshness on delivery.
A bi-level meta-heuristic based partial interdiction model was proposed by Fathollahi-Fard and
Hajiaghaei-Keshteli [26] that involves:
(a) A defense system for protecting facilities,
(b) Total SC cost of supplying the defense system.
Hajiaghaei-Keshteli and Fathollahi-Fard [27] developed
an ecient and e ective stochastic model for incorporating the behavior of a distribution network in the
SC environment. The authors developed a decisionmaking model based on Stackelberg game between
distribution centers and customer zones.
Samadi et al. [28] developed three heuristics to
generate the rst population of genetic algorithm. The
researchers also proposed red dear algorithm for solving
the sustainable SC network model. A simple fourstep based social engineering optimizer was developed
by Fathollahi-Fard et al. [29], which is more ecient
and e ective than the population-based meta-heuristic
algorithms such as genetic algorithm, particle swarm
optimization, ant colony optimization, etc. in resolving
the complex nature of green SC networks.
Fathollahi-Fard et al. [29] formulated a hybrid
meta-heuristic algorithm based closed-loop SC network
model that incorporates economic and social factors.
They made an attempt to consider both economic and
social factors simultaneously in the same SC network
model.
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2.2. Perishability

Over the past few years, it has been observed that
more than 100 million population of the European
Union (EU) are facing the problem of poverty including
nding food, while 35% of perishable food at the
supermarket in the EU becomes un t for use [30].
This has essentially motivated us to develop a holistic framework for perishable products to address the
issue. Optimizing the lot sizing problem of perishable
products would be one of the solutions to this type
of problems. In this regard, Goyal and Giri [31]
de ned two types of deteriorating products: one with
maximum service lifetime called perishable product
and the other with no shelf life, known as decaying
products. The modeling of deteriorating inventory was
carried out by Goyal and Giri [31].
An initial investigation of the deteriorating inventory model for perishable products was carried out
by Ghare and Schrader [32]. The model proposed by
Ghare and Schrader [32] was based on the principle of a
constant decay rate, which cannot be applied in realistic situations. Therefore, Nahmias (1982) [33] modi ed
the proposed model of Ghare and Schrader [32] and
considered the unsteady deteriorating rate. Later, Hsu
(2000) [34] developed a new deteriorating inventory
model, based on which it was assumed that the
stock deteriorating rate was dependent upon the age
of stock and their production time, simultaneously.
Economic Lot Size (ELS) model for perishable products at a constant decay rate was proposed by Abad
(2000) [35]. Again, a new realistic ELS model for
perishable products was developed by Abad (2003) [36],
where Abad considered a lot of realistic situations
including the exponential decay rate, age-dependent
inventory function, lost cost, back-ordering, etc. Teng
et al. [37] formulated a realistic perishable model by
considering expiration date as a function of the number
of deteriorating products.
Hiassat et al. [38] demonstrated a real-life
location-inventory-routine model for perishable products. Sahebjamnia et al. [39] developed a sustainable
SC model of tire by considering economic, manufacturing, logistic, and environmental factors.

2.3. Lot sizing problem

In view of globalization and growing use of internet
of things (IoT), suppliers and decision-makers are
facilitated to use the concept of lot sizing problem
in di erent eet selection modes. Optimization-based
decisions of lot sizing directly a ect the performance
and productivity of a manufacturing industry by minimizing the setup, production, inventory, and logistic
costs [40]. High variation in customer demands needs
a responsible SC management, which can be achieved
through a proper utilization of the concept of optimal
lot-size problem with optimal eet selection such as
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a discount in logistics or half and full truck load
concept.
Chandra and Fisher [13] concluded that the
proper integration of production and distribution systems could signi cantly reduce 3% to 20% of total operating costs in an industry that produces various products under uncertain environment. Yano and Lee [41]
suggested a stochastic model for determining lot sizes
during the production and procurement of products,
where both production and demands are uncertain.
Karimi et al. [40] identi ed eight attributes that a ect
the lot-size model. These attributes include planning
horizon, number of levels, number of products, capacity
constraints, demand, setup structure, and inventory
management. On the basis of these attributes, the
authors investigated a capacitated single-level lot sizing
model. An empirical study of joint economic lot sizing
problem was carried out by Ben-Daya et al. [42]. Having conducted a review of 56 research papers, Robinson
et al. [43] developed the taxonomy of deterministic
dynamic lot sizing problem. The economic lot sizing

problem for perishable products was modeled by Onal
et al. [44] by considering rst-expiration- rst-out, lastexpiration- rst-out, rst-in- rst-out, and last-in-lastout models.
An attempt to present an integrated production
and inventory model of the lot sizing problem was
made by Lee (2005) [45]. Lee (2005) [45] attempted to
minimize the total ordering cost, setup cost, and inventory cost by adjusting coordination between production
and inventory lot sizing model. However, the work of
Lee (2005) [45] was extended by Pal et al. [46]. Pal
et al. [46] suggested an integral approach of procurement, production, and shipment model for minimizing

the total SC cost. Onal
(2016) [47] attempted to
formulate an economic lot sizing model of perishable
products by integrating optimal logistic and inventory
costs.

2.4. Fleet selection

Generally, the cost of a full truck is almost equivalent
to that of an empty truck. This aspect has motivated
us to optimize the truck load capacity so that the
manufacturers could apply the concept of di erent
discount schemes, viz full truck load or half truck load.
Various available discount schemes during logistics that
motivate manufacturers to avail of the facility were
discussed by Benton and Park [48]; Nahmias and
Cheng [49]. Nahmias and Cheng [49] identi ed three
di erent discount schemes:
(i) All unit discount schemes;
(ii) Incremental discount scheme;
(iii) Truckload discount scheme.
A tri-level quantity discount model of the SC network
under price sensitivity was examined by Ke and Book-

binder [50]. In the proposed model, the researchers
have considered not only the discount policy for supplier and customer but also the less-than truckload
carrier scheme in both centralized and decentralized
schemes. A multi-objective closed-loop sustainable SC
network model based on logistic discount supposition
was formulated by Fathollahi-Fard and HajiaghaeiKeshteli [7]. Since the 1990s, researchers have shown
that discount available due to eet selection would
decrease the price of perishable products at the hand
of end customers by decreasing the logistic cost of
manufacturers [51,52].
Table 1 shows a comparative literature survey
conducted on the economic lot sizing problem for
perishable products. Based on Table 1, the following
research gaps have been observed:






Generic lot sizing model cannot be implemented for
perishable products;
Most of the papers have used the lot sizing problem
at the inventory level only;
Decision of eet selection such as half truck load,
less-than truckload, or discount in logistics for perishable products still needs to be explored;
Most of the papers have pointed out the lack of
production, distribution, and inventory approaches
to the lot sizing problem for perishable products.

On the basis of the above presented literature
survey, it is evident that production, distribution,
and inventory model based on the lot sizing problem
for perishable products needs more critical emphasis. Therefore, a holistic framework of the lot sizing
problem for perishable products is thus imperative for
both customers and suppliers in an SC environment.
In this regard, the multi-period economic lot sizing
problem has been excavated by practitioners and researchers.

3. Model formulation
The proposed two-stage SC network for perishable
products is shown in Figure 1. In this network, there
are \P " number of manufacturing plants, \C " number
of cross-docks, and \M " number of markets. This
network is framed for all \T " periods of time. Some
of the assumptions of the proposed framework are as
follows:
(i) In the tth period of time zone, the demand arising
from the market is known and will be ful lled in
the initial time zone, after which the situation
becomes uncertain;
(ii) Backordering is not allowed;
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Table 1. Comparative literature survey based on economic lot sizing problem for perishable products.
Economic Lot
Fleet
Perishable
Solution
Literature survey Supply chain
network
size problem
selection
product
methodology

X

{ Partial
backordering
{ Lost sale



{ Exponential
decay

{ Nonlinear model
{ Taylor's series
expansion

Abad (2003) [36]

X

{ Pricing
{ Finite production
{ Partial
backordering
{ Lost sale



{ Exponential
decay



Amorim et al. [17]



{ Production &
distribution



X



Azadeh et al. [20]



{ Vehicle routine
{ Inventory



{ Exponential
decay

{ Genetic algorithm

Ben-Daya et al. [42]

X







Bruno et al. [12]















{ Full truck
load
{ Less than
truck load



{ Multi criteria
decision making

Abad (2000) [35]

Chandra and
Fisher [13]

De La Vega et al. [11]

{ Coordinating
between
production
& planning

X

X
{ Capacitated lot
sizing problem
{ Inventory



{ Joint
transportation
& inventory

{ Sustainable
close loop
supply chain







{ Mixed integer
programming
model
{ Imperialist
competitive
algorithm

Dolgui et al. [21]

X

{ Try to integrate
production,
inventory, and
distribution

{ Full truck
load
{ Half truck
load

X

{ Non revisiting
genetic
algorithm

Goyal and Giri [31]



{ Inventory



X

Devika et al. [10]
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Table 1. Comparative literature survey based on economic lot sizing problem for perishable products (continued).
Fleet
Perishable
Solution
Literature survey Supply chain Economic Lot
network
size problem
selection
product
methodology
Hajiaghaei-Keshteli,
and
Fathollahi-Fard [2]

Sustainable
close loop
supply chain

{ Transportation

{ Discount
supposition



{ Keshtel genetic
algorithm

X

{ Genetic algorithm

Hiassat et al. [38]

{ Location
inventory
routine model

Hsu (2000) [34]

X

{ Production
{ Inventory



X

{ Dynamic
programming
algorithm

X

{ Single level lot
sizing problem
{ Factors a ecting
lot sizing





{ Integer
programming
software



{ Optimization
approach

X

Hybrid Ant colony
optimization



X

Non-dominated
Sorting
Genetic
Algorithm-II
(NSGA-II)



X

{ Heuristic

Karimi et al. [40]

Ke and Bookbinder [50]

X



{ Full truck
load
{ Less than
truck load

Ma et al. [19]



{ Time dependent
vehicle routine
problem



Musavi and
Bozorgi-Amiri [25]

X

 et al. [44]
Onal

X

 [47]
Onal

X

{ Economic lot
sizing problem



X

{ Heuristic

X

{ Integration of
procurement,
production, and
shipment without
considering
lot sizing





{ Swarm heuristics

Pal et al. [46]
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Table 1. Comparative literature survey based on economic lot sizing problem for perishable products (continued).
Perishable
Solution
Literature survey Supply chain Economic Lot Fleet
network
size problem selection
product
methodology
Tang et al. [37]

X

{ Inventory lot
sizing problem



{ Deterioration
rate increases
as the date of
expiry increases

Proposed model

X

X

X

X


{ Mixed integer
programming

Figure 1. Two-stage supply chain network for perishable products.
(iii) The production capacity of manufacturing plants,
the capacity of cross-docks, and maximum demand of markets will not change with respect to
time zone.
The model parameters are as follows:
p
Number of plants, p = 1; 2;    p
c
Number of cross-docks, c = 1; 2;    c
m
Number of markets, m = 1; 2;    m
t
Time periods, t = 1; 2;    t
1
TC pc
Transportation cost per unit
production per unit length for carrying
items from plant `p' to cross-dock `c'
2
TC cm
Transportation cost per unit product
per unit length for carrying items from
cross-dock `c' to market `m'
L1pc
Distance between plant `p' and
cross-dock `c'
L1cm
Distance between cross-dock `c' and
market `m'
Dmt
Demand of market `m' at time `t'
Hc
Handling cost per unit at cross-dock `c'
FCf
The xed cost of hiring per truck in
FTL

FCh
HCm
PC 1p

PC 2c
PC 3m
LC
SCp
OCm
SL
ETC
st

mt

The xed cost of hiring per truck in
HTL
Holding cost per unit in the market m
Production capacity of plant `p'
Capacity of cross dock `c'
Capacity of market `m'
Lost cost per unit
Setup cost per unit in plant `p'
Order cost per unit in the market `m'
Service level
Expected total cost
The fraction of units produced in
period s that deteriorate in period t
Variance in demand of the market m
in period t

Decision variables
f1
Npct
h1
Npct

Number of FTL trucks transported
from plant p to cross-dock c in period t
Number of HTL trucks transported
from plant p to cross-dock c in period t
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f2
Ncmt

Number of FTL trucks transported
from cross-dock c to market m in
period t
Number of HTL trucks transported
from cross-dock c to market m in
period t
A partial full truckload of units
transported from plant p to cross-dock
c in period t
A partial half truckload of units
transported from plant p to cross-dock
c in period t
Partial full truckload transported from
cross-dock c to market m in period t
Partial half truckload transported from
cross-dock c to market m in period t
Units shipped from cross-dock c to
market m in period t
Units shipped from plant p to
cross-dock c in period t
Units produced in period s held as
inventory in period t in market m
Units produced in period s used to
satisfy the demand of market m in
period t
Order placed by market m at time `t'
Production taking place at plant p at
time `t'

h2
Ncmt

PAfpct1
PAhpct1
2
PAfcmt
2
PAhcmt
1
Ucmt
2
Upct
3
Umst
4
Umst

OPmt
POpt

The fraction of units produced in period `s' that
deteriorate in period `t' is:
st

Det (t)dt:

(2)

t=t s

For a perishable product, the rate of deterioration
increases exponentially with time, i.e.:
st

>

s+1;t ;

where s < t:

(3)

Unit produced in period `s' held as inventory in period
`t' in market `m' will deteriorate with increasing time,
i.e.:
U 3 > U 3  ; where t > t:
(4)
mst

mst

Total holding cost plus lost cost per unit produced in
period `s' held as an inventory in period `t' will be
expressed in Eq. (5):

THO

3  
st ; Umst =

HOm  (1

+ LC 

st

st )

3
 Umst

3
 Umst



:



(5)

TTC will be a function of the number of units shipped
2 ), i.e.,
from plant `p' to cross-dock `c' in period `t' (Upct
2
TTC(Upct ).
2 )) = Fixed
Total transportation cost (TTC(Upct
cost of hiring a single truck (FC) + cost of transportation per unit (TC1pc ) number of units shipped from
2 ):
plant `p' to cross-dock `c' in period `t' (Upct

If any order is placed from the market, then OPmt = 1;
else, OPmt = 0.
In the same way, if production is carried out at
the plant, then POpt = 1; else, POpt = 0.
The proposed model is based on Dolgui et al. [21].
Dolgui et al. [21] illustrated the SC network for perishable products. This study considered the highlights
of Dolgui et al. [21] and further investigated the same
highlights through sensitivity analysis using commercial software; moreover, the results obtained in this
manuscript will facilitate decision-makers for e ective
decision-making concerning the lot sizing problem for
perishable products under di erent eet selection environments.
In this model, variable lifetime of inventory has
been considered. It has been assumed that the deterioration of units follows the exponential function
(see Eq. (1)). The rate of deterioration function with
constants A and B is as follows:

Det (t) = Aet=B :

=

t=Z
t s+1

(1)

The values of constants A and B could be changed to
model the deterioration of di erent types of products.

2 ) = FC + TC1  U 2 :
TTC(Upct
pc
pct

(6)

Fixed cost of hiring a single truck (FC) can be deter2 . It is implied
mined on the basis of truckload, i.e., Upct
that if the truck carries less than HTL, then the xed
cost of hiring a single truck (FC) will be equal to the
xed cost of hiring per truck in HTL(FCh ); in addition,
if the truck carries more than HTL and less than or
equal to Full Track Load (FTL), then the xed cost of
hiring a single truck (FC) will be equal to the xed cost
of hiring per truck in FTL(FCf ), which is explained in
Eqs. (7) and (8):

FC = FCh ;

2  HTL;
If 0 < Upct

(7)

FC = FCf ;

2  FTL:
If HTL < Upct

(8)

E ective variance in demand (mLt )
= Variance in demand (mt )
(Lead time (Lt ))1=2 ;
Safety stock = (mLt )  SL:

(9)
(10)

The Expected Total Cost (ETC) is modeled in Eq. (11)
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as an objective function, which is a function of the total
cost of production, transportation, inventory, and loss
in deterioration. Now, the objective of the proposed
model is to determine the optimum value of the ETC
for perishable products.
8P
9
>
>
>
>
> (SCp )  (POpt ) ! I
>
>
p;t
>
P 
>
>
>
(TC1pc )
+
>
>
>
p;c;t 
>
P
>
>
>
+
(TC2pc )
>
>
>
p;c;t n
>
>
P
>
>
+
(FCf )
>
>
>
p;c;t n
>
>
P
>
>
>
+
(FCf )
>
>
>
< c;m;t
P 

>
>

>
>
2 ) ! II
>
 (L1pc )  (Upct
>
>
>
>
>
1
1
>
 (Lpc )  (Ucmt ) ! III >
>
>
>
>
o
>
>
f
1
>
 (Npct ) ! IV
>
>
>
>
o
>
>
f
2
>
>
 (Ncmt ) ! V
>
>
>
=
h
1
(FCh )  (Npct ) ! VI
min +
:
>
>
p;c;t 
>
>
P
(11)
>
>
>
>
h2 ) ! VII
>
>
+
(FCh )  (Ncmt
>
>
>
>
>
>
c;m;t
>
>

P
>
>
>
>
2 ) ! VIII
>
>
+
(
H
)

(
U
c
>
>
pct
> p;c;t
>
>
>
>
>
P
>
>
>
>
>
>
+
f
(
OC
)

(
OP
)
g
!
IX
m
mt
>
>
>
>
>
>
m;t
>
>
P
P
>
>
>
>
>
>
+
ff
(
LC
)

(
)
gg
!
X
mst
>
>
>
>
>
>
m;t
s
1
>
>

P
P
>
>
>
>
3
>
>
+
(
HO
)

(1
)

U
!
XI
m
mst
:
;
mst

m;t s 1

Breakup of the expected total cost which is illustrated
in Eq. (11) can be explain as below:
I. Total setup cost at plant;
II. Total transportation cost shipped from plant to
cross-dock;
III. Total transportation cost shipped from crossdock to the market;
IV. Total xed cost of hiring a truck with FTL
shipped from plant to cross-dock;
V. Total xed cost of hiring a truck with FTL
shipped from cross-dock to cross-dock;
VI. Total xed cost of hiring a truck with HTL
shipped from plant to cross-dock;
VII. Total xed cost of hiring a truck with HTL
shipped from cross-dock to cross-dock;
VIII. Total handling cost at cross-dock;
IX. Total order cost in the market;
X. Total lost cost due to deterioration;
XI. Total loss in holding cost due to deterioration in
inventory.
Now, some of the constraints are given below:
Capacity constraint for the plant is expressed in
Eq. (12):
C
X
c=1

2
Upct

 PC1p

8 p; t:

(12)
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Capacity constraint for cross-dock is expressed in
Eq. (13):
P
X
p=1

2  PC 2
Upct
c

8 c; t:

(13)

Capacity constraint for the market is expressed in
Eq. (14):
P
X
p=1

2  U1
Upct
cmt

8 c; t:

(14)

The constraint used for satisfying an order placed by
the market as compared to that shipped from crossdock to the market is expressed in Eq. (15):
C
X
c=1

1  (PC 3 )  (OP ):
Ucmt
mt
m

(15)

The number of units shipped from cross-dock to the
market can satisfy the demand of the market, and the
rest will be kept as inventory and expressed in Eq. (16):
C
X
c=1

1
Ucmt

4 = U3
Umst
mst

8 c; t:

(16)

The balancing of inventory after considering the deterioration in each period can be expressed in Eq. (17):
3
mst 1 )Umst 1

(1

4 = U3
Umst
mst

8 m; t; s:

(17)

The number of units produced at the plant must satisfy
the demand of the market (since backlogging is not
allowed), as expressed in Eq. (18):
t
X
s=1

3 D
Umst
mt

8 m; t:

(18)

In any period of time, not only does each market maintain a safety stock, i.e., minimum level of inventory,
but also inventory should not exceed the maximum
capacity; this constraint is expressed in Eq. (19):

f(mLt )  (SL)g 

t
X
s=1

3  PC 3
Umst
m

8 m; t:

(19)

The number of FTL trucks transported from plant `p'
to cross-dock `c' in period `t' is calculated through
Eq. (20):
f1
Npct

$

U2
= pct
FTL

%

8 p; c; t:

(20)

The number of FTL trucks transported from cross-dock
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`c' to market `m' in period `t' is calculated through
Eq. (21):
 1
U



cmt
8 c; m; t:
(21)
FTL
The number of HTL trucks transported from plant
`p' to cross-dock `c' in period `t' is calculated through
Eq. (22):
f2 =
Ncmt

h1
Npct

&

=



2 FTL
Upct
HTL

'

8 p; c; t:

(22)

The number of HTL trucks transported from crossdock `c' to market `m' in period `t' is calculated through
Eq. (23):
h2 =
Ncmt

&



1
Ucmt
FTL
HTL

'

8 c; m; t;

(23)

where:
bxc ) Greatest integer less than `x';

dxe ) Least integer hreater than `x':
The linearization of the proposed model: The
proposed model is nonlinear in nature. Therefore, it is
a common process to make it linear (Eqs. (24){(27)). In
this respect, the following are assumed: Z : Auxiliary
variable; Y : Positive variable; X : Binary variable.
Then:
Z = X  Y:
(24)
We can succeed by adding the following constrains to
the non-linear model for obtaining a linear mode:
ZY

M (1 X );

(25)

Z  Y + M (1 X );

(26)

Z  MX;

(27)

where:
X 2 Binary;
Z 2 Integer;

Y

2 Integer

M : Big positive number:

4. Computational results
The results of a SC that consists of one plant, two crossdocks, and four markets with a ve-period horizon were
computed. The code for this Mixed Integer Program
(MIP) was written in Xpress MP suite [53], which
uses the branch and cut method [54]. In general, the
computational time increases due to a large number
of capacitating constraints and the huge number of
binary and integer variables, encountered even for a
small-sized SC problem.

4.1. Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis was carried out as a generic problem of SC for perishable products under the truckload
discount scheme. There are four markets, two warehouses, one plant, and ve time periods that have been
considered here for sensitivity analysis. The data [21]
used for sensitivity analysis is illustrated in Tables 2,
3, and, 4. This study calculated the percentage of
changes in the decision variables by varying each input
parameter separately with respect to the base case.
The base cases were marked by `*'. The value of the
input parameter increased and decreased by 5% and
10% from the base case. Table 5 indicates that there
is a sharp reduction in SC on the number of orders,
going from the 2nd case (FCf = 570) to the base
case. This occurs because when the transportation
cost increases, it is better to decrease the number of
shipments, which automatically reduces the number
of orders. As the replenishment period increases, the
HC holding costs also increase. Such discontinuities
will occur at discrete FCf and FCh values, and the
allocation of units changes at such points. Table 5
provides the following sensitive analysis:
1. If the xed cost per truck (FCf or FCh ) increases by
5% (see row 1 of Table 5), then the expected total
cost increases by 1.5% (see last row of Table 5);
2. If the Fixed Transportation Cost (FTC) increases
by 5% (see column 5 with respect to the base
column of Table 5), then the total expected cost
increases by 1.5% (see last row of column 5 with
respect to the base column of Table 5);
3. If the FTC increases by 10% (see Column 6 with

Table 2. Data matrix for market-period demand.
Period
Market
1
2
3
4
5
1
40
55
52
48
35
2
45
42
68
75
25
3
50
62
48
62
38
4
65
75
45
54
65
Table 3. Data for warehouse-market distance matrix.
Market
Warehouse
1
2
3
4
1
12
6
5
5
2
9
4
4
7
Table 4. Data for plant warehouse distance matrix.
Warehouse
Plant
1
2
1
5
6
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Table 5. Sensitivity analysis when the xed cost per truck changes by 5%.
FCf ; FCh
Cost parameters ($)
540,360 570,380 600,400 630,420 660,440
SCP
FTC
VTC
HNC
HC
LC
SC

[ETC ]
 : Base column

0
{8.5
0.6
{0.2
{8.1
{1.2
5.3

0
{3.4
0.6
{0.2
{8.1
{1.2
5.3

400
1100
156
480
436
352
470

0
5
0
0
0
0
0

0
10
0
0
0
0
0

{3

{1.5

2675

1.5

3

Table 6. Sensitivity analysis when Full Truck Load (FTL) changes by 5%.
FTL
Cost parameters ($)
270
285
300
315
330
SCP
FTC
VTC
HNC
HC
LC
SC

[ETC ]
 : Base column

0
3.3
2.6
{0.1
{11.9
{1.1
5.3

0
5
2.1
{0.2
{13
{1.9
5.3

400
1100
156
480
436
352
470

0
{1.7
1
{0.1
{8.9
{0.7
5.3

0
1.7
{0.2
{0.2
{13
{1.9
5.3

0.1

0.3

2675

{1

{0.8

respect to the base column of Table 5), then
total expected cost increases by 3% (see last row
of column 6 with respect to the base column of
Table 5);
4. If holding cost decreases by 8.1% (see row 6 of
column 3 with respect to the base column of
Table 5), then the total expected cost decreases by
1.5% (see last row of column 3 with respect to the
base column of Table 5);
5. If holding cost decreases, the number of orders
placed increases. Therefore, the setup cost per
order will decrease;
6. If the cost of variable transportation increases (see
row 4 of column 3 with respect to the base column
of Table 5), then the number of orders placed will
decrease, resulting in an increase in setup cost per
order (see row 8 of column 3 with respect to the
base column).
Similar discontinuities exist when FTL, HC, LC, SCp ,
and OCm are allowed to change for the same reasons

(Tables 6{10). Table 6 clearly states that if the FTL
increases by 5% (see row 1 of Table 6), then the total
expected cost also decreases (see last row of columns 2
and 3, bases 5 and 6 of Table 6). Table 7 clearly shows
that if holding cost per unit (HC) increases by 5% (see
row 1 of Table 7), then the total expected cost increases
by 0.6{0.7% (see last row of Table 7). Table 8 indicates
that if the lost cost per unit (LC) increases by 5% (see
row 1 of Table 8), then the total expected cost increases
by 0.5{0.6% (see last row of Table 8). Table 9 concludes
that if setup cost per production period (SCp ) increases
by 5% (see row 1 of Table 9), then the total setup cost
increases by 0.6{0.7% (see last row of Table 9). Table 9
shows that if the setup cost per order (OCm ) increases
by 5% (see row 1 of Table 10), then the total expected
cost increases by 0.7{0.8% (see last row of Table 10).
Although the total cost does not vary proportionally with each parameter, the variance is symmetric
about the base case. Apart from FLT, it is observed
that variance will be symmetric about the base case,
even though the total cost [ETC ] is not going to
change signi cantly because of a change in other
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Table 7. Sensitivity analysis when Holding Cost (HC) per unit changes by 5%.
HC
Cost parameters ($)
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
SCP
FTC
VTC
HNC
HC
LC
SC

0
0
0
0
{10
0
0

0
0
0
0
{5
0
0

400
1100
156
480
436
352
470

0
1.7
0.6
{0.2
{3.6
{1.2
5.3

0
1.7
0.6
{0.2
1
{1.2
5.3

[ETC ]
 : Base column

{1.3

{0.7

2675

0.6

1.3

Table 8. Sensitivity analysis when Lost Cost/unit (LC) changes by 5%.
LC
Cost parameters ($)
22.5
23.75
25
26.25
27.5
SCP
FTC
VTC
HNC
HC
LC
SC

0
0
0
0
0
{10
0

0
0
0
0
0
{5
0

400
1100
156
480
436
352
470

0
0
0
0
0
5
0

0
0
0
0
0
10
0

[ETC ]
 : Base column

{1.1

{0.6

2675

0.6

1.1

Table 9. Sensitivity analysis when setup cost per production period (SCp ) changes by 5%.
SCp
Cost parameters ($)
900
950
1000
1050
1100
SCP
FTC
VTC
HNC
HC
LC
SC

{10
0
0
0
0
0
0

{5
0
0
0
0
0
0

400
1100
156
480
436
352
470

5
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

[ETC ]
 : Base column

{1.3

{0.6

2675

0.6

1.3

Table 10. Sensitivity analysis when setup cost/order (OCm ) changes by 5%.
OCm
Cost parameters ($)
270
285
300
315
330
SCP
FTC
VTC
HNC
HC
LC
SC

0
1.7
0.6
{0.2
{8.1
{1.2
{5.3

0
1.7
0.6
{0.2
{8.1
{1.2
0

400
1100
156
480
436
352
470

0
0
0
0
0
0
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
10

[ETC ]
 : Base column

{1.5

{0.7

2675

0.7

1.4
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Table 11. Sensitivity analysis when total demand ( Dm ) changes by 5%.
Dm
Cost parameters ($)
1098 1159 1220 1281 1342
SCP
FTC
VTC
HNC
HC
LC
SC

0
1.7
{8.5
{8.6
{13
{1.9
5.3

0
{1.7
{3.3
{4.3
{9.9
{1.1
5.3

400
1100
156
480
436
352
470

0
5
6.4
4
{13
{1.9
5.3

0
3.3
10.9
8.4
{10.9
{0.4
5.3

[ETC ]
 : Base column

{2.3

{2

2675

1.1

1.9

Table 12. Variation in total cost [ETC ].
Low demand
High demand
Serial no. FTL FCf FCh [ETC ] ($)
FTL FCf FCh [ETC ] ($)
1
2
3
4

150
250
350
450

450
600
750
900

300
400
500
500

3088
3010
3222
3321

parameters. In this regard, some exceptions can be
observed including 3% variance in FTL with 2.3%
variance in total demand that a ects less than 1.5%
of the total cost. Even though the change in [ETC ] is
not substantial, the distribution of costs among FTC,
HC, and SC varies noticeably. This implies that the
shipping schedule is altered due to the discontinuities
mentioned above.
Table 8 shows similar behavior on either side
of the base case for HC and SC. This appears odd
since a decrease in demand should reduce the number
of orders. However, an increase in SC is more than
o set by a reduction in HC, thereby reducing [ETC ].
Table 11 indicates that if the total demand increases
by 5% (see row 1 of Table 11), then the total expected
cost also increases.

5. Analysis
5.1. Fleet selection

In reality, freight transport companies would provide
a variety of carriers with di erent capacities. In the
proposed model, the cost structure re ects Economies
of Scale (EOS) for such carriers. Table 12 shows that it
becomes relatively cheaper to hire trucks with a larger
capacity.
At low demand, it can be concluded that FTL at
250 is the cheapest option for buyers. In the same way,

350
450
550
650

750
900
1050
1200

500
600
700
800

5234
4931
5098
5279

FTL at 450 is the cheapest option for the buyer during
high demand available in the market. On the basis of
Table 10, the following can be concluded:
1. At low demand in the market:

FTL250 < FTL150 < FTL350 < FTL450;
2. At high demand in the market:

FTL450 < FTL350 < FTL550 < FTL650:
The trend observed in the proposed framework is
validated based on obtained results of Dolgui et al.
(2018), which are in agreement with those obtained in
the current study [21].

5.2. Centralized versus decentralized SC for
perishable products

There are two approaches to the decision-making modeling of a SC management for perishable products: a
centralized SC model and a decentralized SC model.
Practically, it is hard to nd any SC management
model that has either centralized or decentralized
approaches because both approaches have their own
advantages and disadvantages. The eciency of either
centralized or decentralized SC management approach
mainly depends upon the speci c environment and
the decision taken by decision-makers. Therefore, the
role of decision-makers in both approaches decides the
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Table 13. Centralized vs. decentralized supply chain.
Decentralized supply chain
Centralized supply chain

Decision making

Decision taken based on their (SC)
local information

Decision taken based on their (SC)
central information

Elements of
supply chain

Each elements of the supply chain is
treated as an individual company
aiming to minimize its own outdate
rate with no consideration of the
system-wide outdate rate

Each elements of the supply chain is
treated as an global company aiming
to minimize its global outdate rate
with consideration of the system-wide
outdate rate

Fdecentralized =

G
P
g=0

minfEp (ORg )g

Subject to:
maxfEp (SRg )g  1 ' for g = 0;    ; G
where:
Mathematical model: g:
Supply chain entity, g = 0;    ; G
Objective function
Ep : Expected value function with respect to
(i.e., system outdate
the stochastic demand distribution p
rate) and constant
ORg : The outdated rate for entity `g'
SRg : The shortage rate for entity `g'
':
The ll rate service measure (fraction
of demand that can be satis ed
immediately from the stock on hand)

success of the SC management for perishable products.
The basic concept of centralized and decentralized
SC with their mathematical model is illustrated in
Table 13.
Generally, the total cost incurred for the centralized SC management is lower than that for decentralized SC. This study analyzed the cost associated
with vendors and buyers in the implementation course
of both SC approaches and provided a comparative
analysis. To conduct a comparative analysis of centralized and decentralized approaches, FTL is used as
a variable while keeping other parameters as constant.
In this research article, an assumption was made during
the course of implementing the decentralized approach
from the buyer's point of view. At di erent values of
FTL, the cost incurred by vendors and buyers has a signi cant margin. Therefore, di erent discount schemes
should be implemented for handling this situation. The
SC management with minimum vendor cost is desired
from the vendor's point of view.
Conducted analysis suggests that, from the vendor's point of view, the total cost reduces while increasing the truckload, which means that the cost reduction
by economics of scale is signi cantly greater than the
additional holding cost associated with the buyer. For

(

Fcentralized = min

G
P
g=0

)

Ep (ORg )

Subject to
maxfEp (SRg )g  1 ' for g = 0;    ; G

the same reason, a similar trend is also observed in the
case of a centralized approach or an integrated chain.
The SC management with minimum buying costs
is desired from the buyer's point of view. Accordingly,
the total cost is observed in di erent models and
that the minimum total cost is observed at FTL 350.
According to the analysis, at FTL 350, the buyer's
perspective and centralized chain coincide. The vendor
should optimize the quantity of order so that the
transportation cost would be minimum, which leads
to a win-win situation for the vendor; otherwise, the
vendor should o er some discount scheme to the buyer
to shift the buyer's point of view to the centralized SC.
In this research, an analysis based on the total
cost reduction for the buyer and vendor is carried out.
The analysis shows that the buyer cost remains constant throughout the varying FLT because holding cost
is independent of truck capacity. Therefore, the margin
between the centralized SC and the buyer's point of
view demonstrates the cost reduction pertaining to
the vendor. The margin between the buyer's point
of view and the centralized chain explores the facility
of discount that should be provided by the vendor for
the buyer. An increase in the buyer cost should be
compensated by providing some discount scheme for
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Table 14. Lead time versus total cost.
Lt
[ETC ] ($)
0
1
2
3

4000
4735
4995
5296

the buyer from the vendor; this scheme will reduce the
costs for the vendor.
The problem of eet selection has been analyzed
in this research article from the vendor's perspective.
In the case of the decentralized chain, the maximum
value of VPOVC and BPOVC is observed at FTL 250.
The minimum value from the vendor and buyer's
points of view is observed at the same point in the
centralized chain, and this minimum FTL value also
acts as an operating point. The di erence in the cost
of centralized and decentralized chains is an additional
cost that is incurred during the trading of the vendor
and buyer when shifting from the vendor's point of
view to the buyer's. However, in the case of centralized
chain, this additional cost is a balance between them.
Therefore, from the buyer's point of view, FTL 150
and FTL 350 are the most suitable options in this
case. On the other hand, a shift from FTL 250 is
allowed only when one considers centralized decisionmaking techniques. At last, on the basis of analysis,
it can be concluded that the selection of eet mainly
depends upon the approach of SC, i.e., centralized or
decentralized.
An important aspect of eet selection that has
been ignored is the lead time (assumption). In general, the total cost is proportionate to lead time (see
Table 14). Thus, alternate modes of transportation
could be explored to reduce the lead time. The
change of transportation mode will be accepted if the
pro t earned by the manufacturer compensates for the
charges that arise from changing the mode of transport,
which also reduces the lead time. However, in general,
a move towards longer lead times is not recommended
even if it results in the total cost reduction.

5.3. The structure of cross-docks

The ow of goods at a particular point of time de nes
the capacity and the position of cross-docking. The
characteristics of cross-docking include the number of
cross-docks, shape of cross-dock, and assignment of
carrying capacity; these characteristics mainly depend
upon the receiving and shipping units and assignments
delivered from door to trailers. In general, the number
of cross-docks equals that of outbound trailers. The
number of required receiving doors is determined on the
basis of incoming and outgoing trailers and unloading
and loading time of the respective trailers. Unloading
of goods takes a shorter amount of time than the
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loading of goods; hence, to obtain a smooth ow of
goods, the fraction of receiving doors usually ranges
from 0.2{0.5. For a relatively few doors (up to 150), the
shape I is the most economical. As the number of doors
increases, the shapes T (150{250) and X (more than
250) become preferable [55]. The trailers are assigned
to doors so that the average distance traveled by the
units can be minimized, because the distance traveled
is proportionate to the labor cost.
Consider a SC with `p' plants, `c' cross docks, and
`m' markets. Let P (p) be a set of plants and M (m) a
set of markets connected to cross-dock `c'. Rpc and
Rcm represent the door numbers assigned to plant `p'
and market `m' at cross-dock `c', respectively. One full
truck is assigned to one door. This could vary based
on FTL and the ratio of loading to unloading time.
Rpc = max
Rcm =max

NDc =

P
X
p=1

n



o

n



o

f 1 + N h1
Npct
pct

f 2 + N h1
Ncmt
cmt

Rpc +

M
X
m=1

8 p 2 P; c; (28)
8 m 2 M; c; (29)

Rcm :

(30)

The number of inbound and outbound trailers at each
cross-dock is determined through Eqs. (28) to (30). Let
NDc represent the total number of doors at cross-dock
`c'. Then, based on the value of NDc, the shape of the
cross dock can be determined.

5.4. Cross-docking verses warehousing

It is unusual for SC to only have cross docks; a network
of warehouses and cross-docks is more common. There
is no quantitative formulation that would facilitate
deciding whether cross-docking or warehousing is bene cial. Such decisions are largely based on qualitative
analysis. Some of the factors that play a major role in
this analysis are discussed below:
1. The rate of consumption: Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) have a high rate of consumption and are more suitable for cross-docking, since
they do not need to be stored and could be directly
shipped to the markets;
2. Perishability: Because of lost costs incurred for
perishable products due to deterioration, it is desirable for them to be cross-docked since the time
spent on inventory directly raises the lost cost;
3. Variance in demand: For a product with large
variance in demand, it would be more suitable to
keep it as inventory in the warehouse and satisfy the
related orders with stock. However, if the product's
demand is stable, then cross-docking gets better;
4. Lead Time: It is important to keep the service
level and the service time at a certain level. As
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the lead time increases, it becomes more dicult
to achieve this objective. Moreover, the variance in
demand increases with the lead time and, hence, a
warehouse would be more bene cial in such cases
with longer lead times;
5. Centralized/Decentralized SC: In a decentralized SC, it becomes more dicult to synchronize the
timing of production and transportation of units
with the orders of the retailer. Warehouses might
be more suitable in such cases if the factors such as
lead time and demand variance become unfavorable
to cross-docking.

6. Conclusions and future research
The proposed model shows the signi cance of
Economies of Scale (EOS) in transportation for lot
sizing problems. The problems related to eet selection
model were discussed, and the corresponding optimum
truckload capacity was also identi ed. The proposed
model was applicable to scenarios with variable demand (due to its robust nature as discussed in Section 3). There was no mathematical formulation to
decide whether cross-docking or warehousing would be
more suitable for the given supply chain. However, the
study of the chain structure that considers the factors
mentioned in Section 4 provided a decision-making
tool. The proposed model was easily applicable to cases
with uncertain or probabilistic demand scenarios without incurring substantial additional costs and without
altering the optimal shipping schedule. The results of
the general analyses carried out in this research are as
follows:
1. If the xed cost per truck (FCf , FCh ) increases by
5%, then the total expected cost increases by 1.5%;
2. If Full Truck Load (FTL) increases by 5%, then the
total expected cost also increases;
3. If holding cost per unit (HC) increases by 5%, then
the total expected cost increases by 0.6{0.7%;
4. If the lost cost per unit (LC) increases by 5%, then
the total expected cost increases by 0.5{0.6%;
5. If setup cost per production period (SCp ) increases
by 5%, then the total expected cost increases by
0.6{0.7%;
6. If setup cost per order (OCm ) increases by 5%, then
the total expected cost increases by 0.7{0.8%;
P
7. If total demand ( Dm ) increases by 5%, then the
total expected cost also increases.
In general, cross-docking is more bene cial
when units shipped are Fast-Moving Consumer Good
(FMCG) or perishable. However, the supply chains
usually consist of both of these structures. Thus, it

becomes important to examine supply chains that comprise both cross-docks and warehouses. Another interesting point to note in relation to cross-docks includes
delivery and pickup time windows [55]. However, it
would result in a much more complex optimization
problem.
This model can easily be extended to accommodate multiple products. However, it already consists of a large number of variables, due to which
the computational time increases rapidly with every
additional products introduced to the chain. For the
same reason, it becomes dicult to do calculations for
supply chains with a large number of plants, crossdocks, and markets. Hence, appropriate heuristics need
to be developed to model large multi-product supply
chains that could provide near-optimal results in a
relatively short amount of time.
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